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Summary 
The subject of navigation has drawn a large interest in the last few 
years. Navigation problem (or path planning) finds the path 
between two points, source location and destination location. In 
smart cities, solving navigation problem is essential to all residents 
and visitors of such cities to guide them to move easily between 
locations. Also, the navigation problem is very important in case 
of moving robots that move around the city or part of it to get some 
certain tasks done such as delivering packages, delivering food, 
etc. In either case, solution to the navigation is essential.  
The core to navigation systems is the navigation algorithms they 
employ. Navigation algorithms can be classified into navigation 
algorithms that depend on maps and navigation without the use of 
maps. The map contains all available routes and its directions. In 
this proposal, we consider the first class.  
In this paper, we are interested in getting path planning solutions 
very fast. In doing so, we employ a parallel platform, 
Reconfigurable mesh (R-Mesh), to compute the path from source 
location to destination location. R-Mesh is a parallel platform that 
has very fast solutions to many problems and can be deployed in 
moving vehicles and moving robots.  
This paper presents two algorithms for path planning. The first 
assumes maps with linear streets. The second considers maps with 
branching streets. In both algorithms, the quality of the path is 
evaluated in terms of the length of the path and the number of turns 
in the path.  
Keywords: Reconfigurable Mesh, path planning, parallel 
algorithms 

.1. Introduction 

The navigation problem is one of the important 
problems due to its wide range of applications. The 
navigation problem, also known as path planning problem, 
is to find the path between two locations, source location 
and destination location. In smart cities, moving robots (or 
delivery robots) could be used in closed areas, or even 
certain geographical area of the city for delivering packages, 
delivering food, etc. These moving robots (see Figure 1 for 
an example) need to move between two locations repeatedly 
and need to solve the path planning problem very fast. 
Moving robots is a very common problem in robotics 
research [12]. Also, all residents and visitors of smart cities 
need navigation systems to guide them to move easily 
among different locations. In either case, solutions to the 
navigation problem are essential.  

The residents of the city of Madinah are estimated to be over 
1.1 million people. It is expected that in 2040, Madinah 
visitors will reach around 8.5 million Umrah. In such big 
city, navigation systems are important. This work could be 
a step to take the city of Madinah to the era of smart cities. 
The core to navigation systems is the navigation algorithms 
they employ. Many algorithms exist with different 
variations and techniques.  
 

One classification of navigation algorithms is 
dependent on its type of inputs; navigation algorithms that 
depend on maps and algorithms that depend on visual 
observations and without the use of maps. The first class 
involves building explicit maps or uses pre-prepared maps 
and then planning the route through these maps [11]. The 
map contains all available routes and its directions and 
could be for the whole city or certain geographical area of 
the city (see Figure 2 for an example of a map).  
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Example for a delivery robot 
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Figure 2. A map of a certain geographical area 

 
The second class tries to navigate within environments 
without maps. Instead, it uses visual observations and apply 
machine learning techniques [22] to navigate. In this paper, 
we are interested in the first class that achieve navigation 
with the use of maps. We are also interested in achieving 
the path planning solutions very fast. In doing so, we plan 
to employ a parallel platform, Reconfigurable Mesh (R-
Mesh), to compute the path from source location to 
destination location. 
Reconfiguration was proven to be a powerful computing 
paradigm, capable of providing fast solutions to a range of 
problems. Platforms such as the R-Mesh [2,3] (shown in 
Figure 3) have the ability to change the interconnection 
between processors dynamically at every step of the 
computation to allow efficient communication as well as to 
perform computation faster than conventional non-
reconfigurable platforms.  
A 2D R-Mesh is an array of processors that are connected 
with fixed connections between each two neighboring 
processors. Also, each processor has internal connections 
that can be dynamically reconfigured. This allows altering 
the interconnection among processors very fast, possibly at 
each step of the computation. 
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Figure 3. (a) Example of buses in a 3   5 R-Mesh   (b) 

Processor ports 

Each processor can independently set (partition) its ports to 
connect certain ports together at each step of the 
computation. For example, in Figure 3(a) the top left 
processor connects its N port to its S port, and its E port to 
its W port. The corresponding partition is denoted by 
𝑁𝑆, 𝐸𝑊  . Figure 3(a) shows the fifteen possible port 

partitions of the R-Mesh. 
A certain setting for a port partition to each R-Mesh 
processor is called a configuration (see Figure 3(b) for a 
possible configuration). The port partitions along with the 
underlying mesh connections between neighboring 
processors form buses connecting processors (see Figure 
3(a) for buses formed in a certain step).  
At each step of an R-Mesh algorithm [2,3], a processor 
could perform the following actions: (1) configure 
(partition) its ports, (2) read from or write to its ports, and 
(3) perform a local computation. An R-Mesh could permit 
concurrent reads and writes.  
Researchers have used R-Mesh to design fast and efficient 
algorithms in image processing, computer vision, arithmetic 
problems, graph problems, etc. [2,3]. 
In this paper, we consider the design and implementation of 
parallel algorithms for the navigation problem on R-Mesh. 
We first consider maps with linear streets, i.e. streets with 
no branches.  
Then we consider streets with branches. In both cases,  
we propose a parallel approach to solve the navigation 
problem using the reconfigurable mesh with the use of maps. 
The proposed algorithms are analyzed with respect of the 
running time. Finally, we consider the quality of paths in 
terms of its length and the number of turns in the path.  
The next section presents the related work. In section 3, we 
show the overall system architecture and the methodology 
followed in this paper. Section 4 presents the path planning 
algorithm for maps with linear streets. Section 5 considers 
maps with branching streets. Finally, in section 6, we make 
some concluding remarks.  
 
2. Related Work  
 
The navigation problem or path planning problem was 
proved to be very important in many applications. This 
operation is an essential operation in many navigation 
systems [21,22] needed in smart cities. Moving robots, 
moving vehicles, indoor navigation and maze solving 
[17,18] are examples of such applications.  
The navigation problem finds a path from a source location 
to a destination location within an environment. The core to 
navigation systems is the navigation algorithms they 
employ. Two main tracks were followed: the first track 
solves the navigation problem using maps and the second 
track solves the problem using visual observations and 
without the use of maps. In this proposal, we follow the first 
track.  
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Using visual inputs has been shown to have some success 
in some applications [15]. RatSLAM demonstrates 
localization and path planning over long distances using a 
biologically-inspired architecture [21]. This method used 
supervised learning approach. Other methods were 
proposed that rely also on supervised training with ground 
truth labels [13,14, 15, 16].  
Deep reinforcement learning (RL) was used to learn an 
agent navigating in indoor buildings [20,21], games [17] 
and mazes [18]. However, the success was shown for 
simulated environments more than real applications. Also, 
the use of RL technique depends very much on environment 
sensitivity. Piotr Mirowski  et al. [22] proposed an approach 
to navigate in a city without a map. The paper presents an 
end-to-end deep RL approach that can be applied on a city 
scale. They show that an agent can learn to navigate in 
multiple cities and to traverse to target destinations that are 
far away.  
The first track solves navigation problem that depends on 
using maps for the environment. The maps are constructed 
in the exploration phase [11,12] and then used in the path 
planning phase to navigate. The map contains all available 
routes and its directions. This proposal follows this 
approach and assumes that map is already built in the 
exploration phase.  
For city maps, these maps contain the available paths to 
follow as well as direction of each path. The map could be 
for the whole city or certain geographical area in the city.  
Models such as the reconfigurable mesh (R-Mesh) [2,3] 
(shown in Figure 3) have the ability to change the 
interconnection between processors at every step of the 
computation to allow efficient communication as well as 
performing computation faster than conventional non-
reconfigurable models. A 2D R-Mesh is an array of 
processors with fixed external connections between each 
two neighboring processors. Also, it has dynamically 
reconfigurable internal connections within each processor. 
This allows altering the interconnection among processors 
very fast, possibly at each step of the computation.  

Reconfigurable platforms such as R-Mesh [2,3] were 
used in literature to propose robot path planning algorithms 
that aim to plan a path for a moving robot from a source 
location to a target location with the existence of static or 
dynamic obstacles. The main input to the algorithms is an 
image (map) with obstacles. In this paper we consider maps 
with available paths and direction of each path to 
accommodate the navigation problem within cities. Adding 
these restrictions to the map would add more complexity to 
the algorithm.  

Restrictions on the robot movement include the robot 
shape and type of movement; for example, translational or 
rotational. The R-Mesh was shown to handle these kinds of 
problems very fast [2,3].  
The proposed techniques either use the original map (image) 
or first an algorithm to generate the configuration space. 

The configuration space is a slightly different image for the 
robot and the obstacles than the original image. This greatly 
simplifies the design and analysis of the algorithm [8].  

Tzionas et al. presented a parallel algorithm for 
collision-free path planning [9] for diamond-shaped robot. 
The configuration space was computed optimally on 
hypercube in [10]. The algorithm was shown to be optimal 
where it requires O(log n) time for an n x n image by using 
n x n Mesh of processors. D. Wang [7] solved reachability 
problem in one dimensional space efficiently. Dehne et al. 
[8] presented a systolic algorithm for computing the 
configuration space for obstacles in a plane for a rectilinear 
convex robot. The algorithm requires O(n) time for an n x n 
image on an n x n mesh of processors. 

H.C. Lee [5] considered the maze-routing problem. R-
Mesh was shown to be suitable for developing efficient and 
fast algorithms. The path planning problem can benefit from 
the maze-routing problem.  

D. Wang [4] used the 2D R-Mesh to compute a 
collision-free path. The authors used disjoint convex or 
concave polygons as obstacles. The algorithm uses O(k) 
time to compute a path from a source to a destination while 
avoiding all obstacles in the environment, where N is the 
total number of processors (pixels) and k is the number of 
obstacles. However, the algorithm requires O(log2N) 
preprocessing time for the given obstacle image. 

The authors in [5] proposed O(1) time algorithm to find 
a collision free path in the existence of obstacles. Also, the 
authors proposed a measure for the quality of the path that 
depends on the number of bends in the path.  
All the above algorithms assume an image with obstacles. 
Thus, it is available to navigate and avoid obstacles. In this 
work we assume maps with paths and each path has its own 
direction to accommodate city navigation (see Figure 4).   
 
3. System Architecture 
 
Figure 5 shows the overall proposed system. The main 
platform is the R-Mesh where it can accept different map 
areas and generates in parallel the navigation path from a 
source to destination.; maps with linear streets and maps 
with branching streets. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. Example of a map 
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In this work, we start surveying the current techniques 
that handle the navigation problem. After analyzing the 
current techniques, we used the R-Mesh platform to solve 
the navigation problem. As mentioned before, one very 
important advantage is the speed by which we achieve the 
path from source location to destination location. The input 
to the algorithm is a map with all routs and its directions. 
We plan to look at the speed of the solution as well as the 
quality of the generated solution. We consider two types of 
maps; maps with linear streets and maps with branching 
streets. 
 
4. Algorithms for linear streets 
 
In this section, we describe an algorithm to solve the path 
planning problem using maps with linear streets. In other 

words, streets that don’t have branches. We first start by 
presenting some known operations on R-Mesh that will be 
used later. 
 
4.1 Basic Operations 
 
In this section we show some operations on RMesh that will 
be used in the proposed algorithms.  
 
• Broadcasting Data 
Sending information on the buses require constant time and 
hence broadcasting data to all processors. This can be done 
by having all processors partition their ports as NSEW. If 
any processor writes data to one of its ports, data will reach 
all processors in O(1) time [3].    

 
 

 
               Figure 5. Overall system Architecture 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6. Directions of linear streets through a node 

 
 
• Counting N bits 
Counting N bits on an N x N R-Mesh requires O(1) [3]. 

 
Now we describe an algorithm to solve the path planning 
problem using maps with linear streets. To simplify the 
problem, the image of map and streets are digitized and 
stored in the R-Mesh, with one processor holding one pixel 
of the image. Also, the direction information of streets is 
stored in each processor. Consequently, each processor 
knows whether a street is passing through it or not and also 
the direction of the passing street if any. Since we consider 
linear streets, any processor could have only at most one 
street with directions that are shown in Figure 6. The linear 
street passing through a processor could have one of 18 
directions as shown in Figure 6.   
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Algorithm1 
 
1- Let Src node and Dst node broadcast their IDs to all 

processors. 
2- Each processor based on local data configure its ports 

according to streets passing through them.  
3- Let Src node and Dst node cut all buses passing 

through them.  
4- The Src node writes its ID on one of the passing 

outgoing streets at port, x.  
5- Let all the processors read its ports in sequence. 
6- If the Dst node reads Src ID from one of its ports, y, 

then Dst node concludes that there is a route from 
Src(x) to Dst(y). 

7-  Let the Dst node write its ID to same port y. 
8-  Let all the processors read its ports in sequence. 
9- If Src node reads Dst ID from one of its ports, x, then 

there is a route from the Src node to Dst node starting 
from port x in Src node to node y in Dst node.  

10- If a processor reads Src ID in Step 5 and Dst ID in 
Step 8, then this processor is part of this route from 
Src(x) to Dst(y). Let all such processor record the 
route number, R, it belongs to. 

11- Repeat Step 4 to 10 and let Src node to write its ID to 
another port than x (i.e. Steps 4 to10 are repeated two 
times at most).  

12- For each found route, let each processor belong to the 
route cut the bus and exchange ID with neighboring 
nodes along the route. 

Now we describe Algorithm 1 in details. Step 1 
broadcasts the Src ID and Dst ID to all nodes in RMesh to 
notify all processors with Src node and Dst node. In Step 2, 
all processors configure their ports according to streets 
passing through it. This allows to send information along 
the streets according to the actual map. In Step 3, Src node 
and Dst node cut all buses passing through them. This will 
send information along all processors between Src node and 
Dst node if they are part of a route.  
Since all streets are linear, then at most there could be four 
different routes from Src node to Dst node. To check 
whether there is a route from Src to Dst or not, Src node 
writes Src ID on each port that has an outgoing street (Let 
the currently written to port is Src(x)). All processors read 
their ports in sequence in Step 5. If a processor reads Src ID, 
then it could be a part of a route from Src to Dst.  
If Dst node read the Src ID at one of its ports (say Dst(y)), 
then there is a route from Src(x) to Dst(y). In Step 7, Dst 
node writes its ID on Dst(y). This will reach Src(x). All 
processors read its ports in Step 8. 

If a processor read Src ID in Step 5 and Dst ID in Step 8, 
then this this processor is part of this route from Src(x) to 
Dst(y). Let each such processor record the route number it 
belongs to.  
In Step 11, the above steps are repeated with the Src node 
writing its ID to a different port than x.  
Finally, in Step 12, to reach from Src node to Dst node, for 
each found route, let each processor belong to the route cut 
the bus and exchange ID with neighboring nodes along the 
route. Now each processor knows its successor and 
predecessor.  
 
Time Analysis 
 
In this section we show that the algorithm requires constant 
time. Step 1 broadcast the Src ID and Dst ID to all 
processors which require O(1) time on RMesh. Steps 2 and 
3 perform some port partitioning based on local data which 
requires constant time. In Steps 4 and 5, various processors 
either write to a port or read from a port. Both operations 
runs in O(1) time. In Steps 7 and 8 and 10, various 
processors either write to a port or read from a port. Both 
operations run in O(1) time. In step 11, the above operations 
are repeated at most four times which requires O(1) time. 
Cutting the buses in Step 12 requires constant time. Thus, 
the whole algorithm runs in O(1) time.  
 
Theorem 1 For a map with linear streets, an NxN R-Mesh 
can compute the route from a Source node to a destination 
node in O(1) time.                                   ■  
 
Since all the steps of the algorithm requires port partitioning 
with no branches, then the algorithm can be transferred to 
run on the linear RMesh (LR Mesh). Only Step 1 requires 
{NSEW} to broadcast data in constant time. This 
broadcasting can be done also on LR Mesh in O(1) time if 
a linear bus is constructed that snakes all the processors. 
This partitioning also can be done in O(1) time. Thus, we 
have the following result.  
 
Theorem 2 For a map with linear streets, an NxN LR-Mesh 
can compute the route from a Source node to a destination 
node in O(1) time.                                ■   
 
Length of the route 
 
Here we measure the length of the route from Src node to 
Dst node. The length of the route could be measured in the 
number of processors the route snakes or alternatively it 
could be measured in the number of turns in the route. We 
first present a method to measure the length of the route in 
terms of number of processors. 
Since all processors belonging to the route could be in 
different rows, we can do the following: 
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1- Form a list of all processors belonging to the route in 
the same row.   

2- Count the number of processors in each row in 
sequence.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7. Example of branching streets 
 

Lemma 3 The number of processors belonging to the route 
from Src node to Dst node can be computed using N x N R-
Mesh in O(N) time.  
 
Proof. Counting the number of processors in each row 
requires O(1) time. Since the mesh has N rows, then the total 
time required to count all processors in all rows belonging 
to the route, in sequence, is O(N).   ■ 
 
Since each an N x N R-Mesh can compute the number of 
processors in same row in O(1) time, then the an     N x N2 
R-Mesh can compute the total number of processors 
belonging to the same route in O(1) time. Thus, we have the 
following result.   
 
Lemma 4 The number of processors belonging to the route 
from Src node to Dst node can be computed using N x N2 
R-Mesh (or LR-Mesh) in O(1) time.     ■ 
 
 
Number of Turns 
 
We can follow similar procedure as the one followed in 
measuring the length of the route as follows: 

1- Each processor with a turn sets a flag with 1. The 
rest of processors set the flag with 0. 

2- Form a list of at most n flagged processors in 
each row.  

3- Count the number of processors in the list. Thus, 
we have the following results. 

Lemma 5 The number of turns from Src node to Dst node 
can be computed using N x N R-Mesh in O(N) time.                                                                          
■ 
 

Lemma 6 The number of turnse from Src node to Dst node 
can be computed using N x N2 R-Mesh (or LR-Mesh) in O(1) 
time.                                             
                                                                                  ■ 
Now, we consider having streets with branching streets. 
  
5. Algorithms for streets with branches 

 
In this section, we describe an algorithm to solve the path 
planning problem using maps with branching streets. In 
other words, streets that have branches. Here we assume 
that all branches are perpendicular. Figure 7 shows an 
example of streets with branches. Again, the image of map 
and streets are digitized and stored in the R-Mesh, with one 
processor holding one pixel of the image. Also, the direction 
information of streets is stored in each processor. 
Consequently, each processor knows whether a street is 
passing through it or not and also the direction of the 
passing street if any.   
 
Algorithm2 
________________________________________ 
1- Let Src node and Dst node broadcast their IDs to all 

processors. 
2- Each processor based on local data configure its ports 

according to streets passing through them.  
3- Let Src node and Dst node cut all buses passing 

through them.  
4- Let Src node writes its ID on one of the passing 

outgoing streets at port x.  
5- Let all the processors read its ports in sequence. 
6- If the Dst node reads Src ID from one of its ports, y, 

then y node concludes that there is a route from the 
Src node to Dst node. 

7- Let the Dst node write its ID to same port y. 
8- Let all the processors read its ports in sequence. 
9- If the Src node reads Dst ID from one of its ports, x, 

then there is a route from the Src node to Dst node 
starting from port x in Src node to node y in Dst node.  

10- If a processor reads Src ID in Step 5 and Dst ID in 
Step 8, then this processor could be part of this route 
from Src to Dst. Let all such processor record the 
route number, R, it belongs to. 

11- (Remove useless routes) If a processor receives Src ID 
and Dst ID and this port is not connected, then the 
processor sends special character on the same port and 
let all branching processors cut the buses. 

12- All processors which receive the character are not part 
of the route.  

13- Each processor with bends or branches cut the bus and 
exchange IDs.  
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14- Now starting from Src node, the route follows the next 
processor till reach the Dst node.   

 
Now we describe Algorithm 2 in more details. Step 1-8 
follow the same lines as Algorithm 1. If a processor read 
Src ID in Step 5 and Dst ID in Step 8, then this this 
processor could be part of this route from Src(x) to Dst(y). 
In addition, some processors could receive both Src and 
Dst IDs but these processors and the receiving port is not 
connected. This processor represents an end point of a 
certain path. The path from this ending processor to the 
first branching processor (dead path) should be removed 
from possible routes from Src node to Dst node. In Step 11, 
the ending processor send a special character and let all 
processors with branch connections cut the bus. The 
special character will be received by all processor in the 
dead path. Step 13 lets each processor with branch or a turn 
cut the bus and exchange IDs with neighboring processors. 
Now each processor knows its successor and predecessor. 

 
Time Analysis 
In this section we show that Algorithm 2 requires constant 
time. Similar to the analysis of Algorithm 1, each step 
either reconfigure the ports, send or receive, data or 
perform local computations. Thus, the whole algorithm 
runs in O(1) time.  

 Theorem 7 For a map with branching streets, an NxN R-
Mesh can compute the route from a Source node to a 
destination node in O(1) time.                                          ■  

 
6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have studied the path planning problem 
and the use of R-Mesh to solve the problem. We 
considered the solutions that use maps. These solutions 
could be used in moving robots within a certain area inside 
the city. Our first algorithm considered map with linear 
streets. Our analysis shows that the algorithm runs in O(1) 
time. We also showed how to compute the length of the 
route and the number of turns in the path.  
Then, we presented an algorithm that solve the path 
planning problem for maps with branching streets. We also 
showed that the path can be computed in O(1) time. 
Future directions include using other parallel platforms. 
Also, more restrictions on the maps and streets could be 
considered.  
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